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Wellbeing and economic growth both call for more and 
better services. Clean water is still out of reach for every 
fifth person in the world. Over a quarter of children in 
Sub-Saharan Africa receive no education. Energy short-
ages and a constant credit crunch keeps hard-working 
entrepreneurs poor.

The responsibility for ensuring services to poor peo-
ple and small enterprises lies with governments. 

This report, however, focuses on the international con-
text: reforms in international policies and agreements 
are needed, so that developing country governments 
have space to make fair and effective service policies.

Examples from Africa, Asia and Central America, pre-
sented on pages 10–22 of this report, provide rich in-
sights in the required reforms.

What is needed is case-by-case analysis and attention 
to the needs of the poorest people.

Also needed, are earnest attempts to foster coopera-
tion between the public and the private sector. The glo-
bal financial crisis has shown that markets are not self-

regulatory. Financial markets and other service sectors 
need dynamic public regulation.

The ideological call for privatisation, foreign invest-
ment and export promotion, on the other hand, needs to 
be left behind. For example, depending on local circum-
stances, foreign investment can bring capital, know-how 
and efficiency – or crowd out domestic entrepreneurs.

This publication proposes ways to apply these new 
lessons to trade policy.
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> there is a global consensus that access to high-
quality basic services is a strong engine for human de-
velopment. At the beginning of this century, the UN 
member states translated this consensus into eight 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and agreed 
that primary education and family planning serv ices, 
for example, should be universally available by the 
year 2015.

Services are crucial for business and exports as well. 
Key inputs into agricultural and industrial production 
include financial services, telecommunications, insur-
ance, energy supply and retail services. The main export 

It’s the duty of the states to  
guarantee access to essential 
services for the poor, the vulner-
able and the marginalised.

welfare is based on a wide array of services from health care 
to insurance. people’s wellbeing is directly linked to basic 
 services while enterprises need for instance financing and 
energy. in the recent decades, policies on service provision  
have changed significantly.

services of developing countries include tourism, con-
struction, transport and business services. Even gam-
bling and entertainment count as services.

evolution in service provision
The diversity of services brings challenges to policy-mak-
ing: there are no one-size-fits-all solutions to developing 
services. This has not, however, always been recognised.

In the 1980s leading development thinkers recom-
mended that developing countries reduce the role of the 
state and seek to attract foreign private investment. A 
sweeping wave of structural adjustment processes across 
Africa, Asia and Latin America was coordinated by the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.

The IMF and the World Bank encouraged the adjust-
ment via advice, technical aid, reducing funding to pub-
lic services, and conditioning their financial support to 
such reforms as privatisation of public utilities.

Economic thinking has, however, developed since then. 
The doctrine of structural adjustment was first shaken by 

service trade on 
poor people’s terms

Progress towards the UN Millennium Development Goals will be reviewed again in autumn 2010, five years before the deadline. 
Already 88 percent of children in the world get primary education but the number of hungry people has risen by over 150 million 
in 2008–2009.
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Privatisation is sometimes good and 
some times not. There are no one-size-

fits-all solutions in poverty eradication.

the fact that it did not spur economies into fast growth. 
African economies grew slower in the 1980s than before.

lessons of the asian crisis
In late 1990s the Asian financial crisis also had an im-
pact on economic policy-making. Liberalisation of finan-
cial markets and high interest rates had attracted con-
siderable foreign investments to South East Asia. In the 
summer of 1997 some investors suspected that abun-
dant capital had propelled Thai real estate prices too 
high, and withdrew their money from Thailand.

Other investors followed as in a herd, and the value of 
the Thai baht collapsed. The panic spread and the same 
pattern repeated itself in the neighbouring countries.

The advice of the IMF deepened the crisis. Instead of 
a stimulation package, it recommended cuts in govern-
ment spending, high interest rates and allowing insol-
vent banks to fail.

Insufficient regulation on financial markets is wide-
ly considered one of the root causes of the Asian crisis. 
The knock-on effects reached far. Lending to developing 
countries dropped, economic growth slowed, oil price 
fell and the Russian economy hit a crisis in 1998.

world bank calls for regulation
Further, structural adjustment did not persuade the pri-
vate sector to channel their capital into African infra-
structure. The World Bank has noted that even food se-
curity was badly influenced.

“Structural adjustment in the 1980s dismantled the 
elaborate system of public agencies that provided farm-
ers with access to land, credit, insurance, inputs and co-
operative organisations. The expectation was that re-
moving the state would free the market for private ac-
tors to take over these functions. Too often, that didn’t 
happen,” reflected the World Bank in its World Develop-
ment Report 2008: Agriculture for development.

“[T]he institutional reconstruction of agriculture is 
still incomplete. Moving forward requires more clari-
ty on the roles of the state and the private sector – and 
more analysis of what works and how it could be im-
proved,” the bank added.

“Foreign direct investment (FDI) in services through 
privatisation poses a special challenge in terms of reg-
ulation and governance. The outcome of such FDI is af-
fected by the way in which privatisations are undertak-
en, the nature of competition in privatised industries and 
the quality of the national regulatory framework and in-
stitutions”, continued The UN Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD) in its World Investment Report 
2004: The Shift Towards Services.

financial crisis proved
the need for regulation
The financial crisis and economic depression of the last 
couple of years have again shaped economic thinking. 

The crisis burst in the summer of 2007. For the last fif-
teen years, banks in the United States had been granting 
mortgages to low income households.

To maintain their credit ratings, banks had packaged 
these mortgages and other loans together, issued debt 
obligations backed by these packages and deposited 
their own obligations in the secrecy of tax heavens.

When real estate prices fell in the US in 2007, house-
holds were no longer able to service their loans. Confi-
dence in the financial markets started to fall, because 
nobody knew how many bad obligations each bank and 
corporation had. Stock markets plummeted and in the 
latter half of 2008 lending tapered off.

The underlying cause of the crisis was the deregula-
tion of the financial markets since the 1980s. No regu-
lations were placed on the solidity and risk taking by 
banks, as free markets were trusted to be efficient. Fi-
nancial markets became increasingly separated from the 
real economy, indebtedness grew deeper and it became 
very difficult to estimate the risks of different  assets.

In responding to the crisis, the financial centres of the 
world have not relied on free markets. The US lowered 
interest rates and invested a massive seven percent of its 
national income in a stimulation package. Europe also 
lowered interest rates and channeled considerable sub-
sidies to banks.

The crises and the research of recent decades have ren-
dered economic thinking more nuanced. Today, instead 
of privatisation, the leading economic thinkers call for co-
operation between the public and the private sector as 
well as the development of appropriate regulations. <

few exports from poorest countries
The share of services in worldwide economic activity 
has expanded markedly in recent years. 

Services employ about 35 percent of people and 
account for over half of the gross domestic product 
in developing countries. In developed countries the 
share of services in employment and total produc-
tion are both over 70 percent.

International trade in services has grown even 
faster. Since 1990 it has nearly tripled. On average, 
exports from developed countries have grown by 6 
percent and those from developing countries by 8 
percent each year.

Yet the share of the poorest countries is small. Af-
rica accounts for only 2 percent of world trade in serv-
ices. The largest exporters are the EU, North America 
and Asia, who make up 90 percent of global trade.
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> several international agree-
ments and actors set boundaries on 
national policy-making. Service re-
lated policies are influenced for in-
stance by the World Trade Organi-
sation (WTO), regional trade agree-
ments and the World Bank.

Companies providing and trading 
services are also influenced by guide-
lines on corporate responsibility.

wto “development round”
The first multilateral agreement that 
aimed to liberalise trade in serv ices 
came into effect in 1995, when the 
World Trade Organisation (WTO) was 
established. The WTO has 153 mem-
ber countries. Its decisions are pre-
pared among member country offi-
cials in Geneva and ratified in minis-
terial meetings.

In negotiations about updating 
the General Agreement on Trade in 
Services (GATS) each country defines 
which service sectors it opens up to 
private and foreign competition. With 
over one thousand pages of text, the 
GATS is one of WTO’s most complicat-
ed agreements.

The negotiation round that start-
ed in 2001 is called a “development 
round”. The stated aim is to reform 
trade regulations in accordance with 
the needs and interests of developing 
countries.

Even so, disagreements have col-
oured the talks on services. Many de-
veloping countries have stressed the 

importance of clearer definitions on 
how states can regulate service pro-
vision. The industrialised countries, 
however, are more interested in lib-
eralisation, and progress on regula-
tion issues has been very limited (see 
pages 8–9).

regional trade  
agreements proliferate
The industrialised countries and large 
corporations have recently consid-
ered the WTO talks too slow and have 
started promoting free trade through 
bilateral and regional trade negotia-
tions. At the time of writing this re-
port, a total of 195 regional trade 
agreements are operational, and 74 
of these cover service trade.

The EU is currently negotiating re-
gional service trade rules with more 
than 100 countries. These include de-
veloping countries from every conti-
nent.

In other words, trade deals form a 
growing jungle of agreements. Their 
number is increasing rapidly and 
their contents are diverging from 
each other more and more.

corporate responsibility 
becomes better defined
There are several international and 
national guidelines on the ecological 
and social responsibilities of corpora-
tions. The most influential guidelines 
are the Labour Standards agreed at 
the International Labour Organisa-

tion in 1930–1999 and the guidelines 
to multinational corporations agreed 
at the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) 
in 1976.

The OECD guidelines state, for ex-
ample, that companies should not 
look for or accept special environmen-
tal, labour or tax exemptions, which 
are not in accordance with the legis-
lation of the host country. The guide-
lines were last updated in 2000, and 
they apply to companies of all sizes 
and from all countries.

Following the OECD guidelines is 
voluntary but it is monitored by Na-
tional Contact Points. 

Further clarification of corpo-
rate responsibilities is underway by 
UN Special Representative for Busi-
ness and Human Rights John Ruggie, 
whose proposals have been positively 
received by corporations as well.

Ruggie suggested in 2008 that cor-
porations have a responsibility to re-
spect human rights and refrain from 
contributing to any abuse of human 
rights. This requires continuous mon-
itoring of their operations and often 
proactive action for instance to pro-
mote anti-discrimination at work-
place.

Tax evasion and competition is ad-
dressed by UN tax committee and 
the so-called Leading Group on In-
novative Financing for Development. 
Their work has sped up due to the fi-
nancial crisis. <

where are the rules of  
service trade determined? 
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Evidence from Africa, Asia and 
Central-America shows the need 

for regulation that favours poor 
people and small entrepreneurs.

why regulate?

basic services to the poor
It is the duty of the states to ensure that even the poorest 
people and the smallest enterprises have access to essen-
tial services. If services that are crucial for wellbeing are 
provided by private companies, the state needs to clarify 
the expected quality and extent of provision. The fund-
ing can be ensured by the state as subsidies or by grant-
ing monopolistic rights to the company. This is discussed 
in cases on banking in Mozambique and health services 
in Thailand (pages 14–17).

Numerous privatisation processes around the world 
have gone sour because the obligations of the new 
private companies have been unclear or insufficient. 
There are two examples of problematic privatisation 
processes in this publication: the privatisation of Tan-
zanian water distribution and Nicaraguan energy serv-
ices (pages 10–13).

developing domestic production
Few developing countries have strong domestic service 
providers even in such sensitive sectors as banking, tel-
ecommunications or energy generation. It is not advisa-
ble to leave the development of such key services for in-
ternational providers.

For example UN Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (UNCTAD) sees that it may require temporary reg-
ulation of foreign competition to spur the development 
of young local companies in strategic sectors.

stabilising the markets
The financial crisis of 2008 showed that self-regulation 
by markets is a myth. In order that future crisis can be 
tempered or avoided financial markets need dynamic, 
clear and neutral regulations. 

Stronger rules are needed for example on risk taking 
by the banks, reporting of risks and uncertainties and 
transparency especially in tax heavens. Similar regula-
tory needs exist on many service sectors.

benefit from investments
Most developing countries have liberalised their econo-
mies for the last 15 years to attract foreign investment. 
Still, only 0.7 percent of private investments flow to the 
poorest countries.

The examples of tourism in Northern Mozambique 
and supermarkets in Thailand (pages 18–20) high-
light that it is time to shift attention from attract-
ing investment to reaping its benefits. At their worst, 

multinational   companies can crowd out domestic en-
trepreneurs, exploit natural resources, evade taxes, ig-
nore worker’s rights or contribute to other human 
rights abuses.

International guidelines on corporate responsibility  
aim to strengthen the benefits. National investment 
laws can also oblige foreign investors to bring technolo-
gy or engage in joint ventures with local entrepreneurs.

conserving the environment
As suggested by the case of Nicaraguan energy services 
(pages 12–13), regulation is often required to make mar-
kets and companies operate ecologically. Markets cannot 
promote ecologically and socially optimal results as long 
as market prices bear no reflection of the value of natu-
ral resources, and protecting the environment brings no 
profits to people or companies.

As a result, it is necessary to have rules about emis-
sions, waste, landscapes, consulting local people, and 
other issues.

fairer competition
Competition between multinational enterprises and 
smaller local companies is unequal. Examples of drug 
patenting in India and retail in Thailand (pages 16–19) 
and a look at the settlement of investor-state disputes 
(page 22) show that competition is also often unfair and 
against the spirit of free trade: large companies have a 
lot of power on markets and at courts.

Still, the concentration of market power is not auto-
matic. It can be moderated by strengthening, competi-
tion rules and channeling support to small companies.

fostering regional integration
Many developing countries and regions are in the nas-
cent stages of tightening economic cooperation with 
their neighbours. Cooperation on regulatory policies can 
temper the competition among developing countries, 
and help them adopt higher standards in labour, envi-
ronment and tax laws. <
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impact of liberalisation  
must be assessed case by case 
Every economic reform creates winners and losers. Con-
sidering how diverse the service activities are – from 
health care to telecommunications and gambling – a 
wholesale liberalisation of all services would create a 
vast and intricate web of winners and losers.

Instead of fast liberalisation, countries should there-
fore assess the impact of each sectoral reform at a time.

Regional trade negotiations do, however, encourage 
wholesale liberalisation. Developing countries are asked 
to freeze their policies, so no new regulations can be in-
troduced later. They also need to welcome multination-
al companies to all sectors that they do not specifically 
exclude from the treaty.

special treatment for the poorest
That the rules are the same for everybody does not en-
sure fair play, if one player is much bigger than the 
other. To ensure fair play for poor producers working 
where education, technology, infrastructure and invest-

The fact is that it pays companies to 
behave in an ethical way and there 
is a lot the EU can do to encourage 
companies to move in this direction.                                                          
dr ewa björling, minister for trade, sweden

what should be done

ment are the scarcest, WTO agreements promise special 
and differential treatment to the least developed coun-
tries (LDCs).

Accordingly, the WTO member countries agreed in 
2004 to prioritise the opening up of service markets 
where LDCs feel they have export potential, especially 
the temporary migration of labour. LDCs duly made a 
request in May 2005 that the temporary movement of 
“semi-skilled professionals” and “service providers other 
than professionals” be opened.

This request is yet to be met. The EU and the US do 
frequently boast that they’ve given a good response to 
the proposal, but in reality their offers are below the ex-
isting levels of liberalisation.

right to regulate must be secured
Developing countries have a right, according to WTO 
rules, to regulate service markets in order to strength-
en domestic service capacity, to fulfil such policy objec-
tives as universal access to education, and to maintain 
public order.

But it is extremely difficult to apply this right to reg-
ulate. Most regulations judged by WTO Dispute Settle-
ment Panels have been found non-permissible.

A good example of this are Mexico’s regulations in 
the telecommunications sector. Mexico regulated some 
telecommunications prices to improve infrastructure, 
widen poor people’s access and limit predatory pricing. 

The Dispute Settlement Panel ruled, however, that 
foreign telecom firms should not be obliged to fund in-
frastructural development, that Mexico cannot invoke 

several reforms are needed in international rules 
on trade and corporate responsibility, in order that 
developing countries have policy space to adopt and 
maintain pro-poor service policies. 

All trade negotiations must be based on empir-
ical assessments of their impact on poverty and 
the environment.
Developing countries need a right to refrain from 
or slow down the liberalisation of services.

>

>

recommendations
Special and differential treatment to the least 
developed countries needs to be deepened, es-
pecially in regional trade agreements.
Industrial countries need to open their borders 
to temporary workers from developing coun-
tries.

>

>

recommendations
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Appropriate regulations need to be 
drafted and put in place before libe-
ralisation. This takes time, resources, 
expertise and policy space.
south centre, think tank

the rights which it did not explicitly ask for at the time 
of signing the WTO telecommunications rules, and that 
predatory pricing was not likely.

The right to regulate therefore needs to be clarified. 
No deal has been achieved, however, though negotia-
tions to clarify the WTO rules have been ongoing since 
the 1980s. The agenda includes, for instance, subsidies, 
technical standards, licensing requirements and safe-
guards against import peaks. So, quixotically, there is 
no agreement on the legal parameters of liberalisation 
commitments, but countries must make binding com-
mitments anyway.

Regional trade agreements allow for even less regula-
tion than the WTO. This is revealed by a detailed analy-
sis of a trade deal between the Caribbean and the Euro-
pean Union.

For example the rules on telecommunication outlaw 
several practices allowed by the WTO, such as cross-sub-
sidisation of one activity (like local calls) with revenues 
from another (like international calls), which are com-
monly used to better serve the poorer sections of the 
 clientele.

To strengthen the right to regulate, the mechanisms for 
settling commercial disputes between corporations and 
states also need to be reformed. Developing countries are 
currently disadvantaged in these disputes (see page 22).

binding rules for  
corporate responsibility
There will always be gaps in national regulations and 
monitoring. Developing country governments worry 
that proper environmental, labour and fiscal laws 
would limit the competitiveness of the national econ-
omy and deter foreign investment. Gaps in monitor-
ing even tempt some companies to ignore the existing 
rules.

These gaps are problematic for responsible compa-
nies. They are left to choose whether to run higher costs 
than competitors or to act less responsibly.

Stronger global rules on corporate responsibility 
would thus help both poverty reduction and the most 
responsible companies.

Industrial country governments could also strength-
en the existing rules by monitoring them better. OECD 
countries have set up so-called National Contact Points, 
whose duties include monitoring the OECD guidelines 
for multinational corporations. Yet most of these bodies 
have little resources to actually investigate companies’ 
operations abroad.

curbing tax evasion
Corporations have an indisputable duty to abide by tax 
and other laws of their host country. Even so, multina-
tional enterprises regularly dodge taxes. Tax evasion by 
multinational corporations is estimated to cost develop-
ing countries at least 160 billion US dollar tax losses each 
year. This corresponds to one-and-a-half times the total 
aid budget.

Corporations often implement the evasion by under-
pricing sales to their daughter companies operating in 
tax heavens. This way the profits shown in each country 
can be adjusted and taxes minimised. Attempts to plug 
the evasion are complicated by the tendency of multina-
tional corporations to report their revenues and costs re-
gionally or at corporate level.

“The era of banking secrecy is over”, declared the lead-
ers of the biggest industrial and emerging economies in a 
G20 meeting in April 2009. Unfortunately the chosen tool 
are bilateral agreements on exchange of tax information. 
This does not help the poorest countries that have no ca-
pacity to negotiate or apply bilateral agreements.

Legally binding international rules on corporate 
responsibility must be established under the 
United Nations.
The implementation of existing guidelines on cor-
porate responsibility must be better monitored.

>

>

recommendations

Tax heavens must be regulated by increasing au-
tomatic exchange of tax related information be-
tween countries.
International accounting standards must be re-
formed so that multinational corporations need 
to report their revenues and costs on a country-
by-country basis.

>

>

recommendations

Right to regulate must be strengthened in all 
trade agreements.
Dispute settlement mechanisms must be de-
veloped to render them fairer to developing 
countries.

>

>

recommendations
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> water is a shockingly scarce resource in Dar es 
Salaam. Three out of every four citizens have no run-
ning water at home. Therefore epidemics like cholera 
are chronic in the population. Poor households have to 
use dirty water from streams and puddles, and illness-
es spread easily.

People can buy water from street vendors, but each 
drop is expensive. A 20 liter bucket of water from a ven-
dor commonly costs over 50 cents, while households 
with running water pay 0.8 cents for the same amount. 
The wealthiest fifth of households spends 1.6 percent of 
their income on water, while the poorest fifth spends 5.9 
percent.

privatisation as aid conditionality
Before privatisation, water services in Dar es Salaam 
were hardly a model of public sector efficiency. 

First the objective was to provide water free of charge, 
save for the wealthiest areas. Then low prices were in-
troduced in 1991 and a semiautonomous water author-
ity DAWASA was established in 1997. 

But funds were scarce. Pipes and other infrastructure 
fell in ever worse disrepair, and failed to keep up with 
population growth.

Donors had been recommending the privatisation 
of water services since the early 1990s, and in 2000 the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
made it a condition of debt relief for the country.

The government of Tanzania complied with the pres-
sure. Only 98,000 households in a city of 2.5 million 
people had a water connection and even they received 
water irregularly. As much as 73 percent of water was 
lost through leaks and unauthorised use.

flagship case for privatisation
The privatisation process attracted a lot of attention: it 
was one of the most ambitious privatisation initiatives 
in Africa and was hoped to become a flagship case for 
structural adjustment.

The process started with a hiccup: no company of-
fered to take on the water services as a whole.

One bid was received, however, when DAWASA of-
fered to keep the job of rehabilitating and expanding the 

water network. In December 2002 the lone bidder, a Brit-
ish-German-Tanzanian joint venture called City Water, 
was contracted to operate, do routine maintenance, bill, 
collect tariffs and to share the profits with DAWASA.

 
expensive water for few people
Unfortunately, the hiccups did not end there. Citizens did 
not perceive improvements in the service. Those with 
running water were disgruntled because tariffs were 
raised, although many only received water for a few 
hours a week. This hurt even the poorest people as water 
vendors passed the price hike on to their cus tomers. 

No action was taken to improve water services for the 
80 percent of the population, who lived in unplanned 
settlements with no water pipes.

The company brought in very little capital. City Water 
was supposed to bring in 8.5 million US dollars, DAWASA 
to provide 12.5 million dollars, while the Tanzanian gov-
ernment took a 143.5 million dollar loan from the World 
Bank, the African Development Bank and the Europe-
an Investment Bank. The government also granted City 
Water a six year tax holiday.

Regulatory structures intended to facilitate dialogue 
between consumers, officials and the company were 
not set up in time. The structures were meant to include 
consumer councils and an Electricity and Water Utility 
Regulatory Authority (EWURA), but in the end the sole 
responsibility for regulation laid with an over-stretched 
Ministry of Water and Livestock Development.

international dispute
In May 2005 the Tanzanian government reneged on the 
deal. It blamed City Water for failing to expand the serv-
ices or collect revenues as planned, for excessive tariff 
raises, and for investing less than half of the promised 
8.5 million dollars.

The chief executive of British Biwater, one of the 
founding fathers of City Water, conceded that the project 
had fallen behind schedule, but claimed that informa-
tion provided by the Tanzanian government to Biwater 
was ”not only incomplete but also inaccurate”. 

City Water sued Tanzania at ICSID, the International 
Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes, but 

the citizens of dar es salaam, the main city of tanzania, 
have several times hoped that a change in ownership 
would improve water distribution. these hopes have not 
come true. most people still have no running water.

tanzanian water services: 
privatisation did not  
solve the problems
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received no support. ICSID found that while technical 
breaches of Biwater’s investors’ rights did occur, Biwater 
was not entitled to compensation because the breaches 
were worth nothing and the termination of the contract 
was inevitable.

In a separate arbitration the Tanzanian government 
was even awarded damages for the breaches of contract 
that City Water had done.

 
no magic solutions
City Water’s responsibilities were transferred to a new-
ly-founded public company, Dar es Salaam Water Sup-
ply Company (DAWASCO). Hopes were high, and sever-
al observers in and outside Tanzania noticed improve-
ments in the services, management, billing and tar-
iff collection. The new management was considered 
 dynamic.

No magic solutions are in sight, however. Within the 
first five years of its operation, DAWASCO has not man-
aged to make any major capital investments. The water 
network still dates from 1974, leakages and unauthor-
ised use means that up to half of the water is lost, and 
tariffs have been raised even further.

DAWASCO has sought to improve poor people’s ac-
cess to water by establishing kiosks in unplanned set-
tlements. DAWASCO supplies water to kiosks where peo-
ple can fill their buckets and pay per liter. The operation 
of the kiosks is contracted to water user groups or indi-
viduals. There continues to be challenges in the running 
of these kiosks, however.

The shifting of responsibilities from public to pri-
vate and back to public management has not solved 
the problems of Dar es Salaam’s water services. More 
than two-fifths of households in the city still need to 
travel for over half an hour to access clean water. <

bakar khamis bakar and tytti nahi,
kepa tanzania

Commodifying a basic need has not brought clean water for all in 
Tanzania. In the picture, a woman and a child are fetching water 
in Arusha, one of the largest cities of Tanzania.
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> the nicaraguan consumer pays the highest elec-
tricity bill in Central America. Electricity services have 
reached merely 50 percent of the population and elec-
tricity is produced with the least sustainable manner 
possible – oil.

under the yoke of international banks
In Nicaragua, 60 percent of energy production and all 
distribution is today in private hands.

The Nicaraguan civil war in the 1980s led to tens of 
thousands of casualties, greater impoverishment and as-
tronomical public debt.

The resulting aid dependence gave international fi-
nancial institutions such as the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), the World Bank and the Inter-American De-
velopment Bank (IDB) vast powers over Nicaraguan pol-
icies. They initiated a structural adjustment programme, 
which promoted privatisation both directly via advice, 
lending and loan conditionalities, and indirectly by re-
stricting public investment in infra structure.

The privatisation of energy services was carried out 
according to the design and advice of the IDB. The Nic-
araguan Electricity Enterprise (ENEL) was born in 1994 
and divided into seven different companies in 1999.

the history of nicaraguan electricity services gives a lot to 
learn to those eager to privatize basic services. nicaragua has 
searched for private energy investments for the last 15 years 
but instead of efficiency, the result is high electricity costs, 
power cuts and oil dependency.

energy for nicaraguans: 
electricity is expensive  
and far from green

Power cuts cause problems to companies and 
income losses to Nicaraguans. In the picture, 
women are cleaning sesame seeds in a factory 
in Chinandega, North-Eastern Nicaragua. la
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International investors were then invited to take over 
the generation, transmission and distribution of energy. 
Only some regulatory activities were left for the state.

In December 2000 the pressure towards privatisa-
tion intensified further. Nicaragua was seeking debt re-
lief from financial institutions and, under the so-called 
HIPC Initiative, the institutions decided to grant it. The 
relief was, however, conditional on several economic 
reforms, including the privatisation of all energy pro-
duction.

daily power cuts
The privatisation is expected to resolve the problem of 
energy shortages. Private companies are assumed to be 
more efficient than the public company was. 

The government has also agreed to pay bonuses to 
companies that increase their energy generation poten-
tial. This was agreed in Power Purchasing Agreements 
signed by the companies and ENEL in the 1990s. The bo-
nuses are paid to companies whether the generating po-
tential is used or not.

The strategy has not been a great success. Energy pro-
duction is still grossly inadequate. Power cuts were par-
ticularly common in 2006–2007, when Nicaragua had to 
rationalise its energy consumption. Most of the country 
suffered daily 8-hour power cuts.

The capacity has increased by only 351 megawatts be-
tween 1995 and 2004. At the same time in neighbour-
ing Costa Rica, energy services have been kept in pub-
lic hands and generating capacity has increased by 790 
megawatts.

These cuts cause great income loss for the Nicara-
guans. For example, thousands of small corner shops, 
known as pulperias, regularly lose their groceries as 
they can’t afford to buy generators that would keep re-
frigerators running during power cuts.

oil dependence harms the environment
Nicaraguan energy is also far from green. Nicaragua has 
stuck to oil, while for example in Costa Rica renewable 
energy is growing fast. The generating capacity of re-
newable energy grew by 670 megawatts in Costa Rica 
and 7 megawatts in Nicaragua in 1995–2004.

Nicaragua has no strategy whatsoever to reduce its oil 
dependency. The international financial institutions have 
not required investments in renewable energy either.

the highest bills in central america
During 2000–2005 the residential consumers’ electricity 
bills increased by 15 percent.

High bills are partially due to oil dependency and 
world market oil prices. But fixed payments are also 
very high, exceeding 20 dollars per installed kilowatt, 
while the international medium price is nine dollars per 
kilowatt.

Energy distribution costs are high as well, due to chal-
lenges faced with privatisation. The state owned distri-
bution company was divided into two and privatised 
in the 1980s. Competition between the two companies 
ended, however, in 2000 when the Spanish company 
Unión Fenosa acquired a monopoly in the sector for the 
next 30 years with 115 million dollars.

Unión Fenosa is collecting considerable profits, be-
cause during the privatisation the government accept-
ed high margins recommended by the IDB. According to 
IDB, international investors would otherwise have evad-
ed the small market and the energy sector that suffers 
from high losses.

This means, in practice, that Unión Fenosa makes 
its customers pay for the energy losses. The losses con-
stitute around a third of all produced energy. About 
half of these losses are caused by illegal connections 
made by poor households. The rest are technical loss-
es, which Unión Fenosa should fix by investing in the 
infra structure.

As a result, Nicaraguans are constantly protesting 
against Unión Fenosa.

half the people without electricity 
Half the Nicaraguans still cannot use an electric lamp or 
a refrigerator. Most of these people live in isolated rural 
areas where Unión Fenosa has little interest to invest. 
Large distances and small energy consumption by poor 
people mean high distribution costs and low revenues 
for the company.

State regulations do not oblige the private companies 
to offer services to isolated and vulnerable areas.

The only change brought by electricity privatisa-
tion in Nicaragua was the privatisation itself: the sector 
moved from the state into private hands. <

toni sandell,
kepa nicaragua
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It is hard to develop agriculture and entrepreneurship without access to credit. However, the members of UDACOMO, a North Mozambiquan 
union of farmers’ associations, have noticed that private banks are not interested in poor customers in rural areas.

k ö y h y y d e n  j a  k a u p a n  k y t k ö k s e t ,  o s a  I I14

> poor rural people seldom seem like good customers 
to banks. That is why 67 percent of Mozambican districts 
are yet to have a single bank.

The opportunity to access credit is, however, a key 
factor in developing agriculture and small enterprises. 
Isolated initiatives and the slow spread of commercial 
banks are helping the situation a little, but bank services 
are still far from reaching the majority of Mozambicans.

privatisation in 1990s
Five of the six commercial banks operating in Mozam-
bique were nationalised in the newly independent coun-
try in the late 1970s. The sector was re-liberalised in the 
1990s during a structural adjustment programme of the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Be-
tween 1992 and 1997 all but the central bank were priva-
tised, and the market was also opened for internation-
al banks.

Currently, all the country’s commercial banks are pri-
vate, since the central bank, Bank of Mozambique, has 
ended its commercial functions.

The liberalisation has had some good effects: the 
banking sector’s net profitability grows 136 percent an-
nually, and brings in annual profits of around 70 million 
euros, according to accounting company KPMG.

But the growth only reaches a selected few and is heav-
ily urban-based. When the People’s Development Bank 
(PDB) – tasked to grant loans at the countryside – was pri-
vatised in 1997, its rural branches were closed and agri-
cultural lending was stopped. After privatisation, PDB be-
came Banco Austral, the most famous case of mismanage-
ment in the history of banking in Mozambique (see box).

majority of people without accounts
UDACOMO, the union of farmers’ associations in the 
Montepuez district in Northern Mozambique, is located  

the opening of financial and telecommunications sectors 
to private and foreign corporations is among industrial 
countries’ key objectives in trade negotiations. the example 
of mozambique shows, however, that financial liberalisa-
tion does not automatically bring happiness to all.
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majority are not good clients
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murder in austral: worst case scenario in bank privatisation 

Mozambique’s banking sector was 
quickly liberalised in the 1990s as part 
of the structural adjustment process.

The drafting of appropriate regula-
tions for private banks can be demand-
ing, however. When insufficient atten-
tion is given to questions of good gov-
ernance, it is rather easy for those in 
power to exploit the privatised banks, 
draw large loans, neglect repayments 
and wait for the state to rescue the 
bank.

The saddest part of the privatisa-
tion of Mozambican banks is the mur-
der of António Siba Siba Macuacua in 
2001. The young economist was sent 
from the Central Bank of Mozambique 
to manage the second privatisation of 
the bad debt ridden Austral in 1997.

Banco Austral, the fourth largest 
bank in Mozambique, had spewed out 
reckless loans, particularly to some 

prominent political figures. An audit by 
KPMG found 45 million dollar embezzle-
ments. By April 2001, the bank was run-
ning a deficit of 150 million dollars, and 
the Central Bank hurried to its  rescue.

Macuacua was appointed to run the 
bank. He embarked on a vigorous debt 
recovery programme and cancelled 
contracts that he considered harmful 
for the bank. 

In June 2001, he published a list of 
more than 1200 debtors in Mozam-
bique’s main daily newspaper. Among 
the names published were former min-
isters and senior figures of the ruling 
party.

The cancelled contractors includ-
ed Nyimpine Chissano, the son of the 
then president, who was a major sus-
pect in the murder of the investigative 
journalist Carlos Cardoso in 2000. Car-
doso’s last piece of work was a semi-

written article about corruption in Mo-
zambican banks.

Macuacua’s work as a bank manag-
er only lasted for four months, because 
in the middle of the day on 11 August 
2001 he was thrown down to his death 
from a ten-floor staircase at the bank’s 
headquarters.

The murder is still unresolved. In 
2008 one former board member and 
two security guards were arrested and 
charged with the murder.

However in May 2009 the court de-
cided that there was insufficient evi-
dence for the case to go to trial, and 
the suspects were freed.

No charges have ever been brought 
against the Banco Austral manage-
ment for their ruinous management 
of the bank. Today, Banco Austral has 
been re-privatised and is run under 
Barclays Bank.

in a lucky area: there is a bank just 10 kilometres from 
the union headquarters. But UDACOMO could not get an 
account, though its papers were in order, and its  Finnish 
partner organisation KEPA assured that money was 
forthcoming.

The reason was that poor farmers are not viewed as 
good customers. Agricultural lending is risky, because 
farming is affected by pests and unpredictable weather, 
and the low profits on offer in the rural areas do not in-
terest private banks. 

UDACOMO eventually opened the account in the pro-
vincial capital Pemba, some 150 kilometres away, where 
they were better received.

Most of Mozambique still has no banks, and the com-
mercial banks remain largely concentrated in the cities. 
Yet 75 percent of Mozambicans earn their living from ag-
riculture, and 82 percent live in rural areas.

In 2005, there were banks in just 28 of Mozambique’s 
128 districts. Three years later, that figure has risen to 42. 
This still leaves 86 districts without banks.

credit is key to development
Poor access to credit slows down the growth of the econ-
omy, as it hinders the entrepreneurship of the working 
age population.

Along with the right to land and the state of infra-
structure, access to credit is one of the cornerstones of 
agricultural and small enterprise development. The atti-
tudes, regulations and requirements of the banks make 
it almost impossible for community groups such as UDA-
COMO to open and manage accounts. And when they do 
get credit, the interest rates are very high.

At present, most rural farmers have to rely on credit 
from agribusiness and trading companies when they 
need to buy seeds, fertilizer and pesticides, or to trans-
port their products to markets. Usually agribusiness 
credit is based on contracts where the farmer agrees 
to sell his or her produce at a pre-arranged price.

charity credit is not enough
Some poor farmers have access to microcredit offered 
by foreign organisations, charities, cooperatives, and 
even the government. These provide more tailored 
services to the rural poor but do not cover the major-
ity of the country.

The government-sponsored microcredit programme, 
Fund for Investing in Local Initiatives, covers every dis-
trict in the country. However reports from around the 
country reveal that access to credit is often restricted 
to a minority of people with the sufficient skills and 
political contacts to write suitable proposals.

It should also be remembered that microcredit is 
not banking: you cannot have savings, interest rates, 
cheque books or credit cards with microcredit NGOs.

Ernesto Gove, the Governor of the Bank of Mozam-
bique, deplored to the news agency AIM in 2008, that 
there is plenty of money in the districts, but no banks 
where it can be deposited. Since rural savings are out-
side the financial system, they do not efficiently pro-
pel national growth. <

esa salminen,
kepa mozambique
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> often described as “the pharmacy of the develop-
ing world”, India is one of the leading suppliers of gener-
ic drugs. Indian drugs are often identical with patented 
medicines but many times cheaper.

generic drugs as source of life
The clearest example of the importance of generic med-
icines and Indian medicine production is the develop-
ment of HIV/AIDS medication. Antiretroviral or ARV-
medicines came to market in 1996, and the mortality of 
people living with HIV/AIDS in industrial countries fell 
by 84 percent in four years.

In developing countries the use of ARV-medicines 
started only once generic production in India drew the 
price of one person’s annual dosage down from 10,400 
dollars to 295 dollars in 2000–2001. Today the dosage 
costs 88 dollars a year.

The price drop revolutionised HIV/AIDS treatment in 
poor countries. Indian companies have also simplified 

industrial countries use trade negotiations to promote 
stronger intellectual property rights. the case of medicine 
patents in india highlights the challenges this causes for 
poverty reduction in developing countries.

the dosage and improved the heat-resistance of ARV-
drugs, which are notable improvements in poor and 
tropical conditions.

Without generic medicines HIV/AIDS would kill even 
more people than today. It is the most common cause of 
death for adults in Africa. In nine African countries over 
tenth of the population carries the hi-virus. ARV-medi-
cines are still only available for 42 percent of the people 
who would need them.

medical corporations lobby globally
Pharmaceutical corporations are, however, trying to cur-
tail generic medicine production. The attempts of Swiss 
Novartis, the world’s third-largest pharmaceuticals com-
pany, have been in the public eye particularly often.

Novartis is applying for an Indian patent for the sec-
ond version of its leukemia drug Glivec. The price tag on 
the drug is 1,765 euros a month per patient. The drug also 
needs to be taken throughout the patient’s life, which 

drug patents in india: 
health for all or profits for some?

Top class hospitals and patented medicines 
are too expensive for poor people. Almost 
500 Thai doctors shift from public hospitals 
to private clinics every year. be
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health tourism drains doctors from public 
thai hospitals
The challenges facing Thailand’s health 
services are an awakening  example of 
the risks that export promotion poli-
cies can pose to poverty reduction. The 
influx of foreign health tourists drains 
doctors away from public hospitals in 
poor areas.

“All for health and health for all” is 
the motto of the Universal Health Care 
Coverage scheme of Thailand launched 
in 2001. The scheme seeks to guaran-
tee equitable and free access to public 
health services for all Thais.

Health for all -scheme is, however, 
shadowed by simultaneous attempts 
to expand medical services for high-
paying foreign patients. In 2004 private 
Thai hospitals gained over 600 million 
euros by treating 1.1 million foreign pa-
tients, according to Thailand’s Export 
Promotion Department. The biggest 

group were the 240,000 Japanese, fol-
lowed by patients from the USA, Eng-
land, Asia and Middle East.

The growing number of foreign pa-
tients pulls doctors away from public 
hospitals. Each year 450–500 doctors 
resign and move to private hospitals.

This is a grave concern for under-
staffed public hospitals. In the coun-
try’s poorest region in the Northeast, 
there is just one doctor for 7,542 pa-
tients. Finland has one doctor for each 
299 citizens.

Thai Public Health Ministry has esti-
mated that 15,000 new doctors would 
be needed each year in 2003-2013, but 
only 8,000–10,000 doctors graduate 
annually.

The exodus of doctors from public 
hospitals also carries a cost to the gov-
ernment, which funds 98 percent of 

doctors’ training. The losses for every 
100,000 foreign patients are estimated 
to amount to 8.4 – 25.2 million euros. 

The profits generated by private 
hospitals are not trickling down to the 
common people. Profits accrue to the 
owners of the 33 private A-class hospi-
tals that receive foreign patients and 
charge fees far above the means of the 
common people.

Trade negotiations have been used as 
a way to open up the Thai health sec-
tor. For example the Japan-Thailand Eco-
nomic Partnership Agreement (JTEPA) 
stipulates, that Japanese patients can 
get reimbursements for 70 percent of 
the medical fees paid in Thailand from 
the State Medical Service Fund of Japan.

warangkana rattanarat
kepa mekong

makes it unattainable even for well-off patients if they 
need to pay for the medicine themselves.

As the drug has already received patents in 40 other 
countries, the company argues it should be accepted for 
patent in India too. 

In 1993 Novartis was granted an Indian patent for 
Glivec’s active ingredient, but not for the whole drug. 
India has only granted patents for whole drugs since 
2005, when membership in the World Trade Organi-
sation has obliged it to follow the WTO agreement on 
Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

However, the Chennai Patent Office refused to grant a 
patent for the second version of Glivec in January 2006. 
It decided that the drug did not “differ significantly in 
properties with regard to efficacy” compared to the ear-
lier patented ingredient.

The patenting of very similar substances is denied to 
prevent companies from ‘ever-greening’ expiring pat-
ents and prohibiting competition.

health care is a  
constitutional obligation
Novartis appealed against the decision, arguing that the 
new drug has much better bioavailability – and that the 
requirement of “significant difference” is “unconstitu-
tional and in breach of India’s obligation under TRIPS” 
in the first place.

The appeal has so far been refuted. India has a “con-
stitutional obligation of providing good health care to its 
citizens”, ruled the Madras High Court in October 2007. 

Further, the Indian Intellectual Property Appellate 
Board (IPAB) ruled in June 2009 that the drug “lacks in-

novation”. The IPAB also considered it against the “pub-
lic order” to legitimise such a high monopoly price with 
a patent.

But the case is not closed yet: Novartis has taken the 
case to the Indian High Court. Switzerland could also 
still lodge a complaint against India in the WTO’s Dis-
pute Settlement Body.

trade agreements and  
public health services
The members of the WTO agreed in 2001 that “the TRIPS 
Agreement can and should be interpreted and imple-
mented in a manner supportive of WTO’s members’ right 
to protect public health and in particular to promote ac-
cess to medicines for all.”

The example of Novartis in India shows, however, that 
this important principle is interpreted in several ways. 
Doctors Without Borders, a highly respected non-govern-
mental organisation, together with tens of other NGOs, 
have campaigned against tighter patents for years.

Any tightening of patent laws would dramatically de-
crease the availability and affordability of drugs around 
the world. The implications would be gravest in devel-
oping countries where patients pay for 50–95 percent of 
drugs themselves. Development cooperation would also 
become more expensive, because generic medicines are 
widely used by aid agencies such as UNICEF. <

kaisa laihiala and outi hakkarainen,
kepa helsinki
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> the retail sector in Thailand has changed rapidly 
in the last 15 years. Hypermarkets and transnational re-
tail chains have come to occupy 70 percent of the mar-
ket, while tens of thousands of small Thai-owned shops 
close their doors every year.

The retail sector forms an important part of the na-
tional economy. It accounts for as much as 15 percent of 
the gross domestic product.

hypermarketisation
Hypermarketisation gained momentum when Thai-
land became a member of the World Trade Organisa-
tion (WTO) in 1995. Under the WTO agreement on trade 
in services, Thailand has to welcome foreign enterprises 
in the retail sector.

The Asian financial crisis further accelerated the 
change. To attract foreign investment, the Thai govern-
ment abolished the need for foreign investors to en-
gage in joint ventures with Thais. Since then, large in-
vestors with capital of over 100 million Thai baht (ap-
proximately 2 million euros) have been allowed to op-
erate alone.

As a result, the number of hypermarket branches 
has increased from 56 to 706 in the period 1998–2008. 
Trans national retailers present in Thailand include Tesco 
(UK), Carrefour and Casino (France), Ahold and Makro 
( Netherlands). 

Small retail shops, on the other hand, are becoming 
fewer. Today, about 2,500 small retail shops are shut 
down every month, according to the Small and Medium 
Enterprise Promotion Office of Thailand.

small-scale producers are marginalised
Hypermarketisation reduces employment in the retail 
sector, because small shops used to employ more people 
than hypermarkets do (see the box).

Hypermarketisation also brings difficulties for small-
scale farmers and other producers. Negotiations between 
large hypermarkets and small-scale suppliers are une-
qual. As more and more people shop at hyper markets, 

producers become more and more dependent on the hy-
permarkets as an outlet for their goods.

Hypermarkets tend to utilise this power to demand 
high quality, large volumes and punctual deliveries 
from their suppliers. This is causing a concentration of 
production into fewer and larger corporations, because 
few small Thai producers are able to meet the require-
ments.

Hypermarkets also offer low producer prices. In Thai-
land the offered producer prices have at times even been 
below production costs. Despite this, Thai hypermarkets 
expect producers to pay various fees for shelf space, ad-
verts, special promotions, the opening of new hypermar-
ket branches and so on.

house brands capture markets
What completes the marginalisation of small-scale 
producers is the expansion of so-called house brands. 
For example Tesco has its own Tesco brand, which in-
cludes over 8,000 household and food items. No fees 
are charged for these items, so they are up to 50 percent 
cheaper than other brands.

House brand items need to be produced in large, ho-
mogeneous quantities, so hypermarkets tend to contract 
their production to large corporate producers. As the 
house brand series are becoming wider they eat shelf 
space and market share away from other products.

Foreign producers are also gaining space. Chinese 
vegetables and fruit have become particularly common 
since tariff cuts were agreed in a free trade agreement 
between Thailand and China in 2003.

social spaces change
The concentration of the retail sector also has social im-
plications. When small local shops are closed down, the 
consumers’ choice becomes more limited. 

The trip to a hypermarket can be arduous and expen-
sive for the most vulnerable consumers, such as elderly 
people, single mothers, the disabled and sick people.

In rural areas, markets are not only places for shop-

ensuring equal treatment for foreign and domestic 
investors is among the key objectives in international 
trade agreements. the example of the thai retail sec-
tor shows, however, that the entrance of large multi-
national corporations can threaten fair competition.

thai retailing: 
hypermarkets sideline 
small entrepreneurs
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ping, but also for social exchange. It is inevitable that 
changes in traditional market areas also change the so-
cial space and the culture of local communities.

fairer play with shared rules
Concentration seems to be an inevitable end of the cur-
rent economic system. 

In Thai retailing, however, the competitiveness of 
large shops is not only based on efficiency, but also the 
harsh use of market power (see the box). So it is not a re-
sult of free but of non-free markets.

It is even reasonable to ask whether hypermarkets 
have actually reduced or increased poverty in Thailand. 
They do provide cheap goods for consumers. But they 

small retailers lose out

Jiraporn Suksani, a grocery shop own-
er, has lived through the changes of 
the Thai retail sector. Her shop, first 
owned by her mother, has been the 
main source of income for her family 
for over 20 years. The shop is located at 
Muang Pol wet market in Khon Khen 
province, 500 kilometers Northeast of 
Bangkok. 

The market used to be crowded 
with customers, but the change came 
suddenly in 2007 when the first hyper-
market branch opened its doors close-
by. Jiraporn’s incomes dropped to half 
their previous level. She used to sell her 

goods within a week, but now it can 
take over a month.

Next door, pork butcher Sunee is fac-
ing similar problems. Instead of selling 
at least four pigs a day, her sales have 
plummeted to two pigs. 

...when hypermarkets  
use their power
Pork butcher Sunee feels that the close-
by Tesco branch uses underpricing in-
tentionally to force competitors out of 
business. For example red meat, nor-
mally sold at 125 Thai baht per kilo-
gram at Muang Pol market, is periodi-

cally sold at Tesco for as little as 90–110 
Baht per kilo, according to Sunee.

Tesco-Lotus is the leading foreign 
retailer. In September 2008 it had 465 
branches in 50 of the 76 provinces in 
Thailand. To penetrate small cities, 
Tesco -Lotus has downsized its branch-
es into small discount stores.

Having more branches means not 
only more customers, but also more 
negotiating power vis-a-vis suppliers. 
With this aggressive expansion strat-
egy, Tesco has captured 39 percent of 
the Thai retail market.

also cut incomes among small producers, suppliers, ven-
dors and shopkeepers.

These adverse effects need to be tempered through 
stronger competition rules and support to small entre-
preneurs. Public policies to moderate the power of large 
corporations must not be a tabu. Extreme concentration 
is not inevitable. It is just the result of inadequate public 
ground rules for the big players with the big money. <

warangkana rattanarat,
kepa mekong

Ensuring fair competition in retailing requires competition rules and support to small entrepreneurs. In the picture a fruit vendor 
at a wet market near Bangkok.
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> in mozambique, one of the poorest countries in the 
world, tourism is expected to bring foreign investment, 
boost employment and increase demand for local pro-
duction.

Tourism is indeed attracting foreign investment. In-
dustry currently gets 33 percent, energy and natural re-
sources 18 percent and tourism 16 percent of all foreign 
investment. Nevertheless, the tourism sector only yields 
1.5 percent of the country’s gross domestic product.

There are high hopes for tourism, but the actual ben-
efits have been small. 

support goes to luxury resorts
Support from the government of Mozambique has main-
ly been allocated to large-scale lodges and resorts, says 
Chabane Agostino Combo, president of the Tourism and 
Hotel Association of Cabo Delgado in Northern Mozam-
bique.

According to Combo, community tourism could create 
local jobs and increase the appreciation of the local cul-
ture and gastronomy, but the only available support has 
been the micro-credit programmes of some NGOs.

Medium-sized hotels and restaurants are also suf-
fering from the lack of support. One problem for many 
aspiring entrepreneurs is the lack of capital: they need 
start-up capital for getting a bank loan.

The luxury lodges and resorts, supported by the gov-
ernment via cheap loans and land, tax breaks and other 
incentives, are all in the hands of foreigners, mainly 
South Africans, Europeans and Arabs. 

products and employees from abroad
The resorts make few purchases from local producers. 
Local vegetable, fruit and seafood sellers are losing the 
competition to foreign commercial cultivators operating 

in the region. Some resorts fly in all their supplies from 
South Africa or Maputo, the capital of Mozambique.

 Tourism employs some 1,600 local people, but main-
ly informally, with low salaries and harsh working con-
ditions. Luxury hotels bring their employees from South 
Africa, Europe or other countries. 

In the Quirimbas National Park, somewhat higher ex-
pectations are placed on foreign investors. The land rent 
is higher than outside the park, and one entrepreneur 
can only rent a maximum of 200 hectares on the main-
land and 5 hectares on the islands. Tourism enterprises 
have to give a fifth of their income to community devel-
opment programmes. This money has already financed 
some water and agriculture projects.

Dicrepancies are common, however. According to José 
Dias dos Santos, Chief Park Warden of the Quirimbas Na-
tional Park, a considerable part of the revenues is simply 
not reported.

local people lose their lands 
What is most concerning, however, is that foreign in-
vestment has even curtailed local people’s wellbeing in 
some ways.

Luxury resorts have leased large land areas. Lacking 
documents and clear information about their rights, 
hundreds of people have been pushed away from these 
lands. Land laws state that local communities should be 
consulted before a long-term land lease is signed, but 
the laws have been squarely ignored.

Some lodges have even denied access to the beach 
from the local people, although in principle all beaches 
in Mozambique are public. <

pauliina sarvilahti-jiménez
kepa mozambique

tourism in north mozambique: 
weak links to local economy
with 2,700 kilometers of indian ocean coastline, a rich cultural herit-
age and great biodiversity, mozambique has enormous potential to bene-
fit from tourism. the foreign investments flowing to the tourism sector 
have not, however, benefited the local population as hoped.
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In Northern Mozambique, tourism brings revenues to luxury hotels but local people have access to an ever narrower stretch of beach.
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> in several industrial countries, the work force 
will soon start shrinking. This is already the case in two 
aging countries – Japan and Finland – and Europe is fol-
lowing suit. So industrial countries need immigrants.

Developing countries also need migration. In Kenya, 
for example, remittances from the 200,000 migrants liv-
ing in industrial countries account for 2.7 percent of the 
national economy. The contribution is larger than that of 
aid, which has recently hovered around 2 percent of the 
national economy.

Remittances flow directly to migrants’ families so 
they cannot fix weaknesses in economic structures or 
public services. Even so, the impact can be lasting: the 
World Bank estimates that remittances reduce poverty 
in Kenya with 8.5 percent.

In addition to employment opportunities and better 
wages, migrants may also seek distance from societal in-
stability or environmental catastrophes. Approximately 
two million people from all over the world arrive in Eu-
rope each year.

europe builds fences
The international demand and supply of labour still do 
not meet. About a quarter of all migrants to Europe ar-
rive through illegal channels. Human trafficking has 
grown to a large scale industry in the Southern and East-
ern outskirts of Europe. 

Considerable resources are also used to control illegal 
immigration. The newest “friendship treaty”, where the 
key objective is curbing illegal immigration, was signed 
by Italy and Libya in March 2009.

industrial countries need foreign employees while 
 developing countries need remittances and the return-
ees’ know-how. even so, temporary migration is among 
the hardest disputes in trade negotiations.

The agreement includes joint naval patrols on Liby-
an and international waters, in order that boats carrying 
migrants can be interdicted and returned to Libya. 

migration as a trade issue
In trade negotiations temporary migration is considered 
a service issue: sometimes service providers need to trav-
el abroad to sell their services to foreign employers. This 
is common on several service sectors from research to 
construction engineering.

Moving temporarily from one continent to another is 
much more difficult for less educated than highly edu-
cated people. Developing countries have demanded cor-
rections to this imbalance in several trade negotiations.

In the World Trade Organisation, the least developed 
countries made an official request in May 2005, that 
boundaries be opened for employees with no university 
level education. Industrial countries have not respond-
ed.

doors open for models  
– not for cleaners
The attitude of the European Union member countries 
towards migration is revealed by a regional trade deal 
with the Caribbean countries, which is likely to be rati-
fied in 2010. The Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) 
increases employees’ access from the Caribbean islands 
and small countries to European job markets.

Caribbean employees working on 29 service sectors 
are allowed to enter the EU once they have secured a 
contract, and on 11 sectors temporary entry is even al-
lowed to self employed people. Without a university de-
gree or a similar professional qualification immigrants 
are, however, only accepted if they work as entertain-
ment workers, fashion models or chefs.

A random check in the Finnish Job Centre vacancy 
database in December 2009 showed over 1,500 vacan-
cies for workers in catering, cleaning and hair-dressing. 
There was one vacancy for a fashion model. <

sofie sandström

It’s not free trade  
when only goods  
and capital travel.

temporary migration to the north: 
only the skilled and the beautiful  
are welcome
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> when a foreign company finds that the laws of its 
host nation conflict with international trade agreements 
and constrain its business, it can lodge a complaint with 
the national courts or international arbitration bodies. 
Disputes are becoming more common, as the number 
and coverage of trade agreements grows.

Going international is also increasingly common. Free 
trade treaties usually establish a right for foreign inves-
tors to bypass host country courts and go directly to in-
ternational arbitration bodies.

arbitration takes years
Dispute settlement is problematic on several accounts. 
The arbitration processes take years, which is challeng-
ing for corporations and states alike.

For example at the WTO, countries or companies are 
only asked to change their policies after the dispute is 
solved. This often first involves consultations, then anal-
ysis by a sectoral board, the Dispute Settlement Body, 
and a tailor-made panel, and finally again the Dispute 
Settlement Body.

The disputes are also very diverse, which creates its 
own challenges. The arbitrators, who are usually lawyers 
and economists, have to decide whether free competi-
tion is more or less important than for instance restrict-
ing gambling, recycling old tyres or reducing in-country 
digital divides.

There are cases where the panel has simply not been 
up to the task.

the poor and the power-play 
Formally, all countries get equal treatment in the inter-
national dispute settlement bodies. In practice the devel-
oping countries face greater pressure to settle cases, and 
have smaller chances of winning them.

The commercial law expertise at the disposal of de-
veloping country governments is usually smaller than 
the fleets of lawyers commanded by the large corpora-
tions and governments of the industrialised countries. 
This limits the capacity of the developing countries to 
claim their rights in the jungle of complicated trade and 
investment agreements that prevails today.

Small economies cannot afford to face big fines or re-
taliatory measures. Many developing countries are small 
indeed: there are 79 countries whose national product is 

smaller than the annual turnover of the hundredth larg-
est company in the world.

Retaliation by a major trading partner can really dis-
rupt a poor economy. The WTO allows the claimant for 
example to raise tariffs. This can be a big problem for a 
poor country which only exports a few goods to a few 
countries.

Even high litigation costs are a bigger concern for a 
smaller purse. At ICSID, all arbitration costs and legal 
fees must be paid by the losing party.

The settlement processes also involve a lot of power-
play. The Swedish International Development Agency 
(SIDA) has noted that strong economies are more likely 
to win disputes already in the consultation phase, as de-
veloping countries bow under pressure and the fear of 
retaliation. <

outi hakkarainen and kaisa laihiala,
kepa helsinki

arbitrators of the world economy

Among the most popular international arbitration 
bodies is the International Center for Settlement 
of Investment Disputes (ICSID). It facilitates the ar-
bitration of investment disputes between compa-
nies and its 144 member countries.

The number of disputes is clearly growing. There 
were 121 cases in process in November 2009, while 
only 180 cases have been solved since 1972. The fa-
vourite culprit, with 29 pending cases, is Argentina.

Service-related cases make up more than a fifth 
of all the cases at ICSID. The defendant is usually a 
developing country and the claimant an industri-
alised country or an investor from Europe or Unit-
ed States.

Another popular arbitration forum is the dispute 
settlement mechanism of the World Trade Organ-
isation (WTO). As an intergovernmental organisa-
tion, the WTO only accepts complaints from states, 
so arbitration processes often start with a company 
lobbying its government to lodge a complaint.

commercial disputes between corporations and states are becoming 
more and more common. the disputes are expensive and often take 
years to settle. lack of funds, shortage of commercial law experts 
and fear of retaliation put developing countries at a disadvantage 
in the arbitration process.

dispute settlement: 
developing countries  
at disadvantage
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